
G ra n d  C a n yo n  &  B e yo n d

VALLEY OF FIRE
Come with us and explore Nevada’s very first State 
Park: Valley of Fire. Named for its stunning red sandstone 
formations contrasting dramatically with the stark beauty 
of the Mojave Desert. Nature’s artistic hand is abundantly 
revealed in the fantastic shapes of Elephant Rock and the 
myriad colors of Rainbow Vista. Learn a survival secret 
of the industrious ancients at Atlatl Rock! Petrified sand 
dunes sculpted by wind and water, and some fascinating 
3,000-year-old petroglyphs are among the many wonders 
seen on this tour. We’ll also make a stop at the Park’s 
Visitor Center, which includes several interpretive exhibits 
on the geology, history and ecology of Valley of Fire. 

$169 Per Person • Approx. 6hrs 
Excludes 3% transportation recovery fee.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Tour stops at Beehives, Atlatl Rock, The Cabins, 
 White Dome, and Rainbow Vista 
• View Ancient Native American petroglyphs 
• Explore the Mojave Desert and its unique 
 sandstone formations
• Scrumptious boxed lunch

DEATH VALLEY
Death Valley comes to life when we show you the most 
spectacular highlights of the largest National Park in the 
contiguous United States. In the Park, you’ll be amazed 
by an abundance of astounding natural features, and the 
awesome history that abounds in this extremely desolate 
and unique national treasure. The journey continues 
with stops at Dante’s View, Devil’s Golf Course, Badwater, 
Artist’s Palette, and more. From seasonal snow-capped 
peaks, to the lowest point in North America, the incredible 
memories you take home from this tour will last a lifetime. 

$275 Per Person • Approx. 9hrs
Seasonal, available September - May. Stops may vary.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Stops at National Park Visitor Center, Dante’s View,
 Devil’s Golf Course, Badwater, Artist’s Palette
• Explore the Mojave Desert, its salt pans, and 
 seasonal saline lakes
• Experience the lowest point in North America
• Scrumptious boxed lunch
• Depart by 7a.m. and return by 4p.m., in time for 
 dinner and a show!

 NATIONAL PARK PASSPORT STAMP AVAILABLE 
 AT THE VISITOR CENTER

RED ROCK CANYON CLASSIC
Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area, only 
minutes from the Strip, exhibits scenery so beautiful and 
dramatic that it’s often chosen as a backdrop for movies 
and commercials. You’ll see the blazing Red Spring 
Mountain Range, part of the 65-million-year-old Keystone 
Thrust, fossilized sand dunes, and the brilliantly colored 
Calico Hills. A brief stop at the Visitor Center allows you to 
explore fascinating exhibits and interactive learning tools, 
as well as a well-stocked gift store. 

This tour includes stunning geological features, ancient 
Native American pictographs, and diverse vegetation.

$99 Per Person • Approx. 4hrs
Morning & afternoon departures available. 
Excludes 3% transportation recovery fee.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Stops at Visitor Center, Calico Hills, Red Rock Overlook, 
 & Willow Springs
• Journey along the 13 mile scenic loop drive
• Explore the 65-million-year-old Keystone Thrust

BRIGHT LIGHTS CITY TOURSIGHTS & SOUNDS CITY TOUR

LAND, AIR & SEE TOUR

NIGHT TOUR - Las Vegas sign to Fremont Street, take a 
guided nighttime adventure as the sun sets, revealing the 
bright lights of the Las Vegas Strip, traveling past famous 
landmarks. Explore the Fremont Street show and 
experience the volcano eruption at The Mirage.

$79 Per Person • Approx. 3.5hrs
Evening tour only, Sunday  - Thursday. 
Excludes 3% transportation recovery fee.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Guided night tour of the Las Vegas Strip, with insider 
 knowledge of how a small town transformed into an
 international destination
• Photo stop at the famous Welcome to Las Vegas Sign
• Drive by key landmarks that helped make history
• Guided walk of Fremont Street, plus experience the 
 light show above on the world’s largest video screen
• Final stop includes a walk up to the famous erupting
 volcano at The Mirage

OR UPGRADE WITH HELICOPTER FLIGHT

Incredible natural beauty only 30 miles from Las Vegas Boulevard!From Vegas beginnings to modern day, filled with music and trivia along the way.
EXPLORE THE LAS VEGAS STRIP BY JEEP TO THE ‘MUST SEE’ ATTRACTIONS RED ROCK CANYON - NEVADA’S FIRST NATIONAL CONSERVATION AREA

DAY TOUR - Wedding Chapel Row to the Las Vegas 
Sign, take an adventure down the Las Vegas Boulevard 
on a guided daytime tour to famous landmarks, finishing 
with a ride 550 feet in the air for incredible views on the 
High Roller. Ticket included in tour ($27 value).

$69 Per Person • Approx. 2hrs
Day tour only, Saturday  - Thursday. 
Excludes 3% transportation recovery fee.
Observation wheel ride provided by High Roller.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Guided day tour of the Las Vegas Strip, with insider  
 knowledge of how a small town transformed into an  
 international destination
• Visit the Little White Wedding Chapel
• Drive by key landmarks that helped make history
• Photo stop at the famous Welcome to Las Vegas Sign
• A 30 min. ride on the largest observation wheel in 
 the world, the High Roller

After your Bright Lights City Tour, jump aboard a helicopter 
and fly past Stratosphere Tower, Caesars Palace, New York-
New York and the Luxor pyramid. (Approx. 12min)

$184 Per Person • Approx. 4hrs
Evening tour only, Sunday  - Thursday. Excludes 3% transportation 
recovery fee. Helicopter tour provided by Maverick or 
Sundance Helicopters.

RED ROCK CANYON WITH 
 ROCKY GAP ADVENTURE
This is an exciting upgrade to Pink Jeep Tours’ Red Rock 
Canyon Classic tour. Join us for a Western adventure on 
the outskirts of Las Vegas! Ride in one of our famous 
open-air Jeep Wranglers and experience the stunning raw 
nature of the Red Rock Canyon National Conservation 
Area at every turn. We’ll travel up Rocky Gap Road, once a 
pioneer trail, and only accessible in off-road vehicles.

$129 Per Person • Approx. 3hrs 
(add 1.5-2hrs for hotel pick-up & drop-off). 
Excludes 3% transportation recovery fee.
Departure times vary depending on the season. Please confirm 
at time of reservation. This tour is not recommended for those 
having mobility issues or who are pregnant.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Exclusive 4x4 open-air Jeep Wrangler excursion up  
 Rocky Gap Road
• Journey along the 13 mile scenic loop drive
• Explore the 65-million-year-old Keystone Thrust
• View Ancient Native American pictographs

CONTACT THE HOTEL CONCIERGE
TO BOOK YOUR TOUR
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THE GRAND CANYON IN GRAND STYLE - A TOUR OF A LIFETIME! HOOVER DAM - AN ENGINEERING WONDER!
The Grand Canyon is an absolute must-see while visiting Las Vegas and a tour to this natural wonder with Pink Jeep Tours is the absolute best way to see it. Whether you want to visit 

the West Rim and test your nerve on the Skywalk or enjoy the many spectacular viewpoints at the South Rim, we have the perfect tour for you. So, sit back and enjoy the ride!
Experience the Hoover Dam - an engineering wonder of the world and an astonishing feat of human ingenuity!

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK 
SOUTH RIM

GRAND CANYON WEST RIM 
CLASSIC

GRAND CANYON WEST RIM
DRIVE - FLY - FLOAT

GRAND CANYON / HOOVER DAM 
CLASSIC COMBO - BEST VALUE

Experience the Grand Canyon in grand style! Enjoy a 
professionally guided, full-day trip in a luxury custom 
Tour Trekker to overlook the widest and deepest part of 
the Grand Canyon. Along the way, you’ll see such diverse 
terrains as the Mojave Desert, Ponderosa Pine Forest, 
and the majestic Coconino Plateau.  

Then it’s onward to the Grand Canyon! We’ll take you 
to Yavapai Point and Mather Point. You will also have 
the opportunity to purchase authentic Native American 
craftwork at a trading post. This day will surely last in 
your memory! 

$269 Per Person • Approx. 13hrs

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Most time at the Canyon of all Las Vegas tour companies
• Visit Bright Angel Lodge, Yavapai Point, and Mather Point
• Scrumptious boxed lunch

 NATIONAL PARK PASSPORT STAMP AVAILABLE 
 AT THE VISITOR CENTER

Travel in luxury with a professional tour guide to the 
Grand Canyon’s stunning West Rim, native home to the 
Hualapai Tribe. Along the way you’ll make a brief stop 
at the desert community of Dolan Springs. Experience a 
brief photo opportunity at the Hoover Dam. View diverse 
scenery including the vast Mojave Desert, Joshua Tree 
Forest and the Colorado River. Once at the West Rim 
you will visit two magnificent overlooks: Eagle Point 
and Guano Point.

You’ll then enjoy a barbeque style lunch on the Hualapai 
reservation, surrounded by some of the most awe-
inspiring views on the planet! Your tour guide will share 
fascinating facts on the history, culture, geology, flora 
and fauna on this exceptional adventure. 

$269 Per Person • Approx. 9-10hrs

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Time at the Canyon edge to take in amazing views
• Explore Native American cultural exhibits 
• Journey through the Joshua Tree Forest
• Photo stop at the Hoover Dam 
• BBQ style lunch

Fly by helicopter from the Grand Canyon’s West Rim 
down to the Colorado River! Prepare to be thrilled on this 
one-of-a-kind adventure. Travel in a comfortable, custom 
4 x 4 vehicle to the West Rim with views of the Mojave 
Desert, Joshua Tree Forest, and Lake Mead along the way. 
We’ll also make a brief photo stop at the Hoover Dam. 

Once you reach the Grand Canyon, it’s the pièce de 
résistance: an exhilarating helicopter flight descending 
4,000 feet down, followed by a 20-minute pontoon ride 
on the mighty Colorado River! Your tour guide will then 
offer you an opportunity to visit the Native American 
cultural exhibits of the Hualapai Nation.

$475 Per Person • Approx. 11hrs
This tour is not  recommended for persons with mobility issues.
Helicopter tour provided by Sundance Helicopters or Papillon 
Airways, Inc. Boat tour provided by Hualapai River Runners.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Approx. 20 minute helicopter flight 
• A short boat tour on the Colorado River
• Time at the Canyon edge to take in amazing views
• Photo stop at the Hoover Dam 
• BBQ lunch

Enjoy two of the most famous sights in the Southwest 
by combining our Grand Canyon West Rim tour with our 
Hoover Dam Classic tour for a one-of-a-kind adventure. 
You will be thrilled as you experience one of the 
“natural wonders” and an “engineering marvel” 
all in the same day!
 
$309 Per Person • Approx. 10-11hrs

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Hoover Dam Power Plant Tour
• Guided walk on the Hoover Dam 
• Cross Arizona / Nevada border for photo stop
• Time at the Canyon edge to take in amazing views
• Scrumptious boxed lunch

HOOVER DAM 
CLASSIC
Travel with a professional tour guide in style and 
comfort to the most popular sight-seeing attraction 
in Nevada: Hoover Dam. Along the way you’ll see historic 
Boulder City, Lake Mead, and dramatic views of the 
Colorado River. Once there you’ll view a live presentation 
of Hoover Dam’s construction and history, full of 
fascinating facts and stories, then walk through 
the exhibit galleries and onto the observation deck. 
You’ll also venture down to the power plant to see 
its massive generators. 

The Hoover Dam Discovery Tour offers ample time 
to thoroughly explore this National Historic Landmark 
and engineering wonder.

$99 Per Person • Approx. 4hrs
Morning & afternoon departures available.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Includes Hoover Dam Power Plant Tour
• Guided walk on the Hoover Dam 
• Views of Lake Mead, Boulder City and Bypass Bridge

 NATIONAL PARK PASSPORT STAMP AVAILABLE 
 AT THE VISITOR CENTER

HOOVER DAM 
TOP TO BOTTOM
This is absolutely the best photo opportunity of the 
Hoover Dam and Colorado River - a true postcard. Amplify 
your Hoover Dam Classic tour experience with a guided 
float trip by raft on the Colorado River for an up-close view 
of the Hoover Dam that few people have ever seen. You’ll 
also learn historical facts and get an astounding view of 
the Hoover Dam bypass, a nearly 2,000-foot-long bridge 
spanning over 900 feet above the river.

$175 Per Person • Approx. 5hrs 
(Float trip is approximately 30 min.) Morning departures only. 
(Boat tour provided by Black Canyon River Adventures).

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• Hoover Dam Classic Tour highlights 
• 30 minute float trip on the Colorado River 
• Amazing river views looking up at Hoover Dam

GENERAL INFORMATION
• Open year round, seven days a week.
• Bottled water provided on all tours.
• Free hotel pick-up and drop-off at most hotel locations.
• Children must be accompanied by an adult.
• Minimum age for children on Jeep tours is 1.5 years old. 
 Minimum age for children for tours longer than 4 hours is 3 years old.
• Nevada law requires children to be properly secured in a car seat 
 until they are at least 6 years old and 60lbs.
• Off road tours not recommended for pregnant women, persons with 
 back or neck problems, or persons with serious injuries.
• Tour availability and prices subject to change without notice.
• Cancellation policy: Full refund for cancellations made at least 48 
 hours prior to tour date. No refunds for cancellations made within 
 48 hours of tour date.
• Full refund given if Pink Jeep Tours cancels.
• Pink Jeep Tours reserves the right to alter, modify or cancel any tour 
 due to weather or unsafe conditions.
• We do not allow alcohol, firearms or any type of smoking on our tours.
• Tax and gratuity not included. Recommended guide gratuity is 15%.
• All air transportation is provided by a certified on-demand air taxi 
 operator and not by MGM Resorts International or its subsidiaries, 
 joint ventures, partnerships or affiliates.
• Collapsible, non-motorized wheelchairs accepted when accompanied 
 by an adult except on all aviation or marine tour products or on our 
 open-air Jeep Wranglers.

TIPS FOR ENJOYING YOUR TOUR
• Drink plenty of water.
• Sunscreen and hats recommended.
• Wear comfortable walking shoes and outdoor clothing.
• Bring an extra layer of clothing for Grand Canyon tours.
• For your safety, no glass containers or alcohol on tour.

 Jeep® and the seven slot grille design are registered trademarks of 
 Chrysler LLC, used under license.

 Pink® Jeep® Tours Las Vegas has been named BEST GROUND TOUR 
 COMPANY by The Southern Nevada Hotel Concierge Association 
 from 2012 through 2016.
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CONTACT THE HOTEL CONCIERGE
TO BOOK YOUR TOUR


